
Bac STG, session 2008  

Compréhension orale Anglais  

Interviewee: person who is interviewed 

Tick the correct answer 

1. Identify the birds discussed in the programme.  

         

A     B       C 

2. The programme concerns a town in: 

□ the USA    □ England   □ Australia 

Justify your answer with one word: …………………………  

3. In this town, the birds can be seen in: 

□ a zoo   □ a small tree    □ a cemetery  

4. The interviewee’s impressions: 

-at the beginning, she thought the birds were:  

□ friendly  □ charming  □ frightened   □ unfriendly  

-now, she thinks the birds are: 

□ friendly  □ charming  □ frightened  □ unfriendly 

 

5. Complete the sentence with the missing information.  

The birds’ attitude towards humans: 

The birds are very ………………………………, particularly with ………………………….. 

 

6. Number of birds in the region: ……………………………. 

 
7. National celebration related to these birds and mentioned in the programme:   
……………………………………………………………………………………………  

8. Tick the correct answer.  

The local people are trying to find a solution to  

□ feed the wild birds  □ eliminate the wild birds  □ protect the wild birds  

TOTAL POINTS: …………../20  



 

P11: Corrigé et barème   Turkeys in a cemetery  . 

Pour les questions ouvertes: accepter toute autre formulation témoignant d’une compréhension correcte ; 
ne pénaliser ni les erreurs d’orthographe ni celles de grammaire. 

 

    1. The birds discussed : A 

 

2 pts 

     

    2. -A town in the USA 

       -Justification: California  

 

1 pt  

1 pt 

    

    3. In a cemetery  

 

2 pts  

    

    4. At the beginning , she thought the birds were charming 

        Now  she thinks they are unfriendly  

 

2 pts  

2 pts  

    

   5. The birds are very aggressive/bad/mean, particularly with 
cyclists/people/visitors on bikes 

Accepter toute formulation décrivant l’agressivité : chase, attack, hunt; 
même si la syntaxe est fautive ; accepter : bikers  

 

2 x 2 pts  

    

   6. Their number in the region: more than/over 200,000 

1 pt si 200,000 seul; 2 pts si « more than » ou « over » devant le 
nombre. 

 

2 pts  

    

   7. The national celebration: Thanksgiving  

 

2 pts  

    

    8. The local people are trying to find a solution to eliminate  the wild 

    birds.  

 

2 pts 

 

 


